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Simple Techniques - Stunning Effects

 

C06480 Heart Plate

Holding Hands NCR Pattern 

Alphabet Stamp Set 

Sponge Dabber

Fan Brush 

Medium Brush

Liner Brush 

 

COL ORS
 

CMM 16 - Chiffon 

CMM 31 - Licorice 

CMM 12 - Mocha Java 

CMM 61- Chocolate 

CMM 91- Blue Ice

CMM 19 - Banana Boat

CMM 68 - Beach Comber 
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When applying the pattern, make sure the color underneath is dry. 

Press down firmly to make sure it's transferring. 

Always peel the paper back to make sure you've transferred before removing. 

When outlining with a liner brush, hold the brush straight up and down to get thinnner lines, 

and press down for thicker lines. 

When applying paint to the stamp, a thin layer with a sponge will give the best result. Using

a brush to apply it will give a messier effect. 

1.Use your fan brush to make a base layer in Chiffon by applying 3 coats with a fan

brush. 

2.Use a pen to trace on your NCR pattern after the base layer is dry. 

3.Fill in the fingernails with 3 coats of your desired colors, we did Beachcomber on

the small hand and Mocha Java on the larger hand. 

4.Next, fill in the hands with 3 coats of your desired colors, we did Mocha Java on

the small hand, and Chocolate on the larger hand. 

5.For the sleeve on the adult, we did 3 coats of Blue Ice. Again, you can do any

color you desire. 

6.For the sleeve on the child, we did 3 coats of Banana Boat. Feel Free to do any

color you desire. 

7.Outline the design using a liner brush with 1 coat of Licorice. 

8.Finally we are going to stamp on our letters. Dip your sponge dabber in Licorice

and tap-off the excess, sponge a thin layer on your stamp and immediately press

that stamp on the plate. Repeat until your words are complete. 
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